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Abstract. Vann McGee published a paper where he claimed that modus ponens is not a 

generally valid rule of inference for the natural language conditionals. Although he spoke 

only about the indicative conditionals, the counterexample of his that is considered in my 

thesis can be easily applied to subjunctive (counterfactual) conditionals also. After 

exp laining what is paradoxical about the counterexampie, and commenting upon 

McGee's solution, 1 consider various remarks to McGee's point that might be or already 

are made by some philosophers. 1 try to show that none of them helps us to remove the 

problem. 1 argue that in fact the 'counterexample' points mainly to the need of 

distinguishing the truth-functional and intensional disjunctions. 
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Introduction 

Sometimes. it is possible to derive a contradiction using the d e s  that appear to be 

in accordance with c o m o n  use of na& language. There are rnany examples of that 

kind fiom the Ancient times to Our &YS. If d l  the niles that lead to the contradiction are 

supported by a strong intuition. we call it a case of paradox. The usual way of solving 

such paradoxes is to list al1 the d e s  used in deriving the contradiction. and then to reject 

some of those that we find less supported by our intuition than the others. On one hand. 

justification for such rejection can be the paradox itself. But this seems to be an act of 

violence against the language (that is what we usually call ad hoc solution). On the other 

hand. the justification can be provided in a way that does not depend on the paradox. The 

latter approach is cenainly a better tactic. because the paradox itself is potential 

counterexample to every mle used not just to the one that we reject with the least regret. 

If the justification provided by the second way nims out to be more intuitively acceptable 

than the rejected rule (and where the latter becomes less intuitively acceptable), then it 

can be said that the paradox is solved in a satisfactory way: this also assumes that the 

second approach would give us not only the means to avoid the paradox. but also the 

exphnation why the mistake was made. why were we inclined to make it and why it was 

hard to see. If al1 this does not happen to be the case, the solution cornmits violence 

against the language, and leaves us with the feeling of discontent. as if the question is still 

open. 



Having these remarks on my mind 1 will discuss the problem imposed by the 

following argument in his paper "A counterexample to modus ponenso'[ Vann McGee 

says: 

Opinion polls taken just before the 1980 election showed the Republican Ronald 

Reagan decisively ahead of the Democrat Jimrny Carter' with the other 

Republican in the race. John Anderson. a distant third. Those appnsed of the poll 

results believed. with good reason: 

Mc 1 If a Republican wins the election. then if it's not Reagan who wins. it will 

be Anderson. 

Mc2 A Republican will win the election. 

Yet they did not have reason to believe: 

McC Kit's not Reagan who wins. it will be Anderson. 

In what follows I will give some generai remarks to make the problem raised by 

McGee explicit. Then 1 will expose his solution. Next 1 will consider various remarks 

meant to remove the problem and Save modus ponens. For some of them I will give what 

1 find a conclusive reason to reject them. For the others 1 will give a hint of what's wrong 

with them. showing that the opposite view appears to be equally well supported. Mer 

diat 1 will give what 1 think is the solution, which will also enable me to explain the 

previous contradictions- 

-- - - - - - 

' Journal ofPhilosophy LXXXII, 9 1985, p 462 



GeneraI Remarks 

McGee' s example has the following form: 

What is '-+' ? Whatever it mi&t be. it cannot be materiai implication. There is no 

sensible way to deny that modus ponens holds for that connective. and McGee is well 

aware of that.' The sufficient explanarion for that would be just to point out that classical 

propositional calculus. which makes material implication what it is, is consistent. But 

since my main concern in this paper wiil be the meaning of various logical devices. 1 will 

give some more remarks to make it clear. 

We may Say, following Hilbert, that what material implication is, that is. its 

rneaning, is detexmined by the axioms and the rdes of inference. In a very similar context 

Belnap would say that this approach " . .. is equally well illustrated ... by aspects of 

Wittgenstein and those who learned from him to treat the meanings of words as arising 

from the role they play in the context of discourse." ' Here this means that the meaning of 

rnaterial implication is determined by the role it plays in the context of formal inference. 

In that case modus ponens (mp) is obviously the basis of the meaning of rnaterial 

implication. and if we make a system with a conditional where mp is not generally valid, 

then the conditional is no longer materiai. 

- 

' cf.p.464 
Nue1 Belnap "Tonk, Plonk and P I W  in Pbilosophical L q i c  ed. P.F. Strawson 1962 p.135. 



Instead of  Hilbert's way, one may want to do the logic differently, not starting 

with the formal system that is, with syntax, but putting forward the definitions of the 

meaning of primitive notions. as Euclid would do. in that case one would define the 

meaning of material implication by truth conditions, that is, by the truth tables. Now, mp 

is an immediate consequence of the tmth tables. So. again material implication is not 

what it is without mp. 

If we replaced '+' by matenal implication in the McGee argument above. we 

would have true premises and true conclusion. So classicd calculus does not register any 

problem in McGee's example. But we clearly see that there is some problem. 

Thus' material implication has nothing to do with McGee's argument. He said that 

-+' is an EngIish indicative conditional. But the very same ar-ment can be applied to 

subjunctive conditionals (counterfactuais), so 1 will take them both into account. The 

relation between material implication and mp was easy to determine. because this 

connective is well defined. But this is not the case with the naturai lan-page conditionals- 

We still don't have a Iogical device which can represent them in a way that makes no 

controversies. 

The first difference relevant in this context between these conditionals and 

material implication is that at least the second of the two following principles holds for 

natural language conditionais: 



Wthe theorem of deduction doesn't hold for '4, what is very Iikely to be the case. then 

we need also (3, in addition to (1)-(2): 

(3) A-+BC-(A-B)" 

(1) - (3) (or at least 2 and 3) are generally accepted for indicative conditionals and 

counterfactuais. They are obviously in accordance with the use of natural language. and. 

as far as the contexts like the one described by McGee are concemed. their application 

mises no controversies. We might not want to accept their converse: 

(3) -(A+%) + (A+-B) 

A can be irrelevant for B. so we would regard neither A 4 3  nor A - h B  as tme, but we 

would regard L both -(A+B) and -(A+B) true for the same reason. That is, 1 think- 

4 a - A .  
B 

means that if A is a theorem, B is &o. 
b AkB 

means that B is a logical consequence of (or is deducible from) A. no matter whether A is 
a theorem or not. 

c A+B 
means 'if A then B'. '4 is a comective (not a predicate) and c. unlike a and b. belongs to 
object lm-gxage. 

a and b differ, for example, in classical predicate and modal calculus. The mles of 
oeneraiisation and necessitation must be expressed in the form of a: - 

. A .  A .  
Vxku Z A  

The expressions g ~ x ~ x  and *CA are invalid, because by the deduction theorem they 
implytA+V.* and k ~ +  -A. the formulae which would make the calculus 
inconsistent. 



why we reject 4-6. D. ~ e w i s ~ .  who does not like relevance logic, just points to some 

examples from the natural language which are not in accordance with 4-6. and rejects 

these principles without M e r  explmation. stalnaker6. on the contrary, accepts both 1-3 

and 4-6. which is an irnmediate consequence of his 'conditional exciuded rniddle': 

(7) (A+B) v (A+B) 

Since for McGee's argument (3) would be enough. we do not need to be involved in the 

discussion on the conditional excluded middle. I'll just add that both Lewis's and 

Stalnaker's approach are compatible with the relevance approacb provided that A is 

relevant for B. But in any case. 1-7 cannot be generaily valid. Consider the case when 

A=BATB. Then both A+B and A+B are true. Obviously 1-7 do not hold when .4 

implies a contradiction. What propositions imply a contradiction depends on what logic 

we use. Lewis and Stainaker follow the classical approach that any impossible 

proposition implies a contradiction. in relevance logic it is not the case. But since in 

McGre's argiment we have only contingent antecedents. this would not be a problem 

either. 

Let us see now what 1-3 have to do with McGee. He said that we reject the 

conclusion McC obtained by mp from Mc1 and McZ and it sounds reasonable. But we 

should make the reason explicit. Given the situation described by McGee. we surely 

believe that if it's not Reagan who wins. it will be Carter (7Wr + WC). Given the 

principles 2-3, it is easy to derive from TWr + WC that it is not the case that if it's not 

5 Cf., for example, Counterfnctuals Basil Blackwell 1973. p 79. 
6 "A Theory o f  Conditionals" in Causation and Conditionals ed. Ernest Sosa Oxford University Press 
1975 pp 165-79 



Reagan who wins. it will be Anderson (7 Wr + ~ a ) ' .  The latter is the conclusion McC. 

And conversely, from TWr -, Wa by 1-3 we can derive the negation of 7 Wr + WC. 

Thus what is paradoxicd in McGee's example is that we have both 1 Wr + WC and 1 W r  

+ Wa which contradict each other. The first is obviously acceptable, and the second 

follows fiom Mc1 and Mc2 which are obviously acceptable by the rule of inference that is 

also obviously acceptable. 

Nevertheless. one may cornplain that pointing to the fact that 1 Wr + WC is 

obviously acceptable is still not a sufficient explanation of why we reject the conclusion 

7 Wr + Wa. It makes little difference whether we starc with the acceptability of 1 W r  + 

WC or with the unacceptability of -Wr + W a  In fact, we need an explanation for both. 

We might find the conditional probability the reason for rejectingaccepting those 

propositions. Assuming that Wr, WC. Wa have their absolute probabilities. and that they 

are likely to be different fkom t and 0. we could accept 7Wr + WC and reject 7 W r  -+ 

Wa because P(Wc/-Wr) is close to 1 and P(wa/~Wr)  close to O. 

1 do not think that probabilities of conditionals and conditional probabilities are 

the same thing (in fact. 1 diink they are not). I do not diink that they always differ either. 

Since in this paper I will not give a full determination of '+'. i.e. since 1 do not give a 

system- 1 cannot Say that 1 know what '4 is. and hence 1 do not know what its 

probability is either. But although we can. following ~ewis'  or for some other reasons. 

make a distinction between P(B/A) and P(A+B), there seem to be simple and 

7 If Carter will win, Anderson will not (WC* Wa). So by transitivity we have 
7 Wr+T Wa And by 1-3 we have Wr+Wa). 



unplobiernatic cases where the two probabilities are the same. For example. 'If1 cast a 

die. 1'11 get 5' seems to have the probability 1/6. Since there are many such examples and 

we very ofien accept conditionals because of conditional probability, I would say that a 

theory that alwoys separates the two probabilities would not be good. In a word it seems 

to me that P(7Wr+Wc) is P(Wd7 Wr) and that P(-Wr-Wa) is P(Wa/lWr), 1 do not 

see what else the? could be. and that is why I think that conditional probabilities are the 

reason why we reject 7Wr+Wa and accept -Wr+Wc. 

There may be another explanation. One may be inclined to think about -Wr+Wa 

and Wr+Wc not in t e m s  of probability but in t ems  of mith. [f 'just before' the 

election the great majority would vote Reagan, then they would do the same on the 

election day, assumulg the principle that many people would not change their minds in a 

short period. In that case Wr is not just highly probable. but nue. The mentioned principle 

tells us also thar many more people will vote Carter than Anderson. So, one can say that 

-Wr-+Wc is me. not just probable. and that TWr+Wa is false. 

AIthough 1 think that most people think about McGee's example in t ems  of 

probability. 1 see nothing that can be said againn the approach fiom the last paragaph. 

h d  since both lead to McGee's paradox, 1'11 have to take them both into account. But 

please note that the two approaches do not presuppose different understandings of 

conditionals or probabilities of conditionals. They just presuppose difEerent interpretation 

of the election case described by McGee, that isl they assume different premises (for 

exarnple, in the f i t  case Wr is highly probable but P(Wr)<l; in the second case P(Wr)=l 

"Probabilities of Conditionals and Conditional Probability" in Philosophicul Review. 
1 976. pp5 8 1 -9 



since Wr is true. etc.). For our purposes here it is of Little importance which approach 

betîer depicts îhe historical situation as it really was. From the logical point of view. ail 

that matters is that both describe a possible situation which leads to the paradox. 



McGee's Solution 

Let us see now how McGee solves the problem he discovered. After exposing his 

counterexarnples. he argues that the law of exportation ( M + C  A+.B+C) should be 

vdid for the conditionais we are now dealing with, because, as he says, it is an important 

feature of Engiish usage. Since the converse of exportation (the Iaw of importation: 

A+.B+C A&-C) is not problematïc, what McGee asserts is that in naniral language 

we do not distinguish between the sentences of the fom AAB+C and A-+.B+C. Why is 

he taiking about this becomes clear tiom the last part of his paper where he proposes the 

solution. 

His first solution would be this: do the semantics in such a way that h B + C  and 

A+.B+C have the same truth conditions, essentially the same as the formula AAB-K 

has in S talnaker's sernantics. 

The second one (McGee thinks that there is no important difference between the 

two) goes like this: when you say something of the form -if ... then if --- then ' render 

it as AAB+C; more accurately. d e  out of the synta.. the formulae of the form 

A+.B+C. 

It seems that McGee is not himself quite satisfied with these solutions. because he 

is aware that they can be said to be ad hoc9 But there is no doubt that they do remove the 

problem: if we replace A-+.B+C by AAB-K. we could not derive the contradiction 

from McGee's examples. 1 will try latter to explain why McGee could decide to resort to 

such radical solutions, but now let us see first what they mean. 



McGee supports the opinion that the conditionals are to be found somewhere 

betxveen the strict and the material implication. in the sense düit the strict one entlils the 

conditionai, which in tum entails the material one. However. if we think that the d e  of 

exportation also holds for such conditionals, then they are equivalent to the material 

implication (as McGee also proved, p 4656). But this is no good. for many of us. and for 

McGee also. We don't want conditionals to be material implication. McGee needs 

exportation to get rid of his paradoxes. and in order to save the ciifference berween 

conditionals and material implication he denies general validity of modus ponens for 

conditionals. More accurately, he puts the restriction on this rule so that it can be applied 

only to those conditionals whose consequent does not contain another conditional as a 

subform~la. '~ Although he did not give a forma1 system. he gave semantics for such 

conditionals. The easiest way to describe the semantics is by its relation to Staùiakerk 

The function '*' reduces McGee's formulae to Stalnaker's. Stalnaker uses Y as his 

synbol for conditionals. McGee uses -='. -r' and -1' are Quine's *quasi quotes' ' ' . 4 *  and 

4 are logically equivalent: 

op. cit. p 471 
'O ibid p 469f 
1 1  W.V.O. Quine Mathematical Logic 1% 1. pp. 33-37. 



McGee's second solution leaves modus ponens alone. but it assumes that we have 

to change our informal rules of translating naniral language sentences into logical 

formulae in such a way that when we say -if -4 then if B then C' it should be rendered 

h B + C .  That way thete is no need to put any restriction on mp. 

McGee thinks that the wo solutions are equal, so that it is not important which 

one we choose. It is mie that both look equally violent since both commit us to regard 

h B - 4  to be the logicai structure of 'if A then if B then C' in every possible case. Also. 

McGee's logic greatly reduces our ability to derive a conditional as a conclusion of an 

inference. Let us see an example to illustrate this. The rule 



holds in the classicai modal Iogic. It caa be derived by mp and the axiom 

9 :(A+B)+.ZA+CB 

But it cannot be derived in McGee's logic- Since he forbade mp for nested conditiods. 

he cannot derive -A+ZB fiom the prernises EA and Z(A+B) by 9. because the 

consequent of 9 is the conditional (ZA-+ZB). This fearure of McGee's logic - that it 

reduces our ability to derive a conditional as a conclusion of an inference - is ofien a 

disadvantage. because there are many cases when we do want to have a conditional as a 

conclusion. For example we want to denve X + Z B  and 8 fiom 9 if the box '3' means 

'necessity'. (And McGee surely wouid like the same. at least if A and B are atomic 

formulae.) it seems that in McGee's logic a conditional as a conclusion cannot be 

informative. We can get it as a trivial instantiation of an axiom or a theorem (e.g law of 

identity) or we cm derive it tiom hypotheses which aiready contain it. Ln fact. we carmot 

conclude a conditional if we dont know it in advance. 

Stifl it seems that McGee's second approach has as an additional problem that its 

expressive power is lower. It provides no means for expressing the law of identity 

(A+A) when A is a conditional. If A is B - 4  then McGee cannot render this 

instantiation of the law of identity as (B+C)+(B+C), but as (B+C)AB+C. There is 

nothing w o n g  here fiom the point of view of tmth values - the law of identity can never 

have a false instantiation in McGee's logic - but it is unnatural not to distinguish the 

logical structure of 'if (if B then C) then (if B then C)' and -if (if B then C) and B then C'. 
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Other Solutions 

Soon after McGee published his paper, there appeared critiques defending rnp. 

The first of them were short and they showed in a few words the 'mistake' in McGee's 

argument. Every subsequent cnhc was dissatisfied with his predecessors. and the papers 

on the subject becarne longer. showing more respect to McGee's puzzle. at least by 

adrnitting that it requires more space for the problem to be solved. I will either mention or 

comment upon most of them. 

Katz & Lowe 

Bernard ~ a t z "  focused his critique on arguïng that exportation is not an 

acceptable d e  of inference for the conditional we are dealing with here. He also argued 

that w*...McGee's examples rely for their plausibility on the law of e~~or ta t ion~ '~ ' .  meaning 

by this that the only reason why we are inclined to find the first premise M c 1  m e  is the 

plausibility of exportation. This means that the way we corne to believe M c  1 would be 

the following. First, we believe: 

if a Republican will win and it's not Reagan. then it will be Anderson. 

what is obviously true and nobody denies that. Then we conclude Mcl, and this. Katz 

says. is the mistake. 

- - 

" *-On a Supposed Counterexample to Modus Ponens" rite Journal of Philosophy 1999. 
404- 1 5 
I 3  ibid p. 104-5 



The weak point of this argumentation, no matter whether exportation is acceptable 

or not. is that it seems that we never use this nile of inference in McGee0s example. 

~owe'". 1 think. is well aware of that He objects that McGee's argument has not the fom 

A A 
A+(B+C) but rather A 4 B S )  
B+ C B+ C 

where -3' is material implication. The second mle is not, of course. modus ponens and is 

not valid. Lowe's argument goes like this. Sùice we believe that a Republican will win 

(Le. 3x(Wx A Rx) )* we believe: 

Reagan will win or Anderson will win (i.e. Wr v Wa) 

which is equivalent to the material implication whose antecedent is the negation of the 

firsr disjunct and whose consequent is the second disjunct: 

If it's not Reagan who wins. it will be Anderson (-Wr 3 Wa) 

Hence if we accept. as Lowe suggests. that McGee's first premise is equivalent to - I f  a 

Republican will win. then Reagan will win or Anderson \*il1 %in'. then rhis premise is 

equivalent to 3x(Wx A Ru)+ (TWr 3 Wa) and is not equivalent to 3x(W?i A Ru)+ 

(7 Wr + Wa). and the counterexample fails. 

Lowe is right that the proposition 'If it's not Reagan who wins. it will be 

Andenon' does not follow directly from 'A Republican will win'. Rather it is the case 

that fiom the latter it follows firn that -Reagan will win or Anderson will win', and from 

this we conclude finally 'If it's not Reagan who wins. it will be Anderson'. 

This also means that when we infer the fmt premise Mc1 from McGee's story 

about elections, we never use exportation. We know from the story who is Republican 

14 E.J. Lowe "Not a counterexample to modus ponens", ~ n a l ~ s i s  47. 1987. pp. 44-7 



and we know the rule that there c m  be only one winner and that there must be one. So we 

first believe 3x(Wx A Rx) + (Wr v Wa) and then we infer Mc1, that is 3x(Wx A Rx)+ 

(7 Wr + Wa). That is. 1 would say, what is going on in our heads. Exportation would be 

redundant here and it would require a few more steps in reasoning, which acnially do not 

happen. 

Let us tum now to Lowe's point. He thinks he gave us sufficient and convincino 

reasons for interpreting the fim prernise as A+(BIC) and that it is up to McGee <O 

justify his interpretation A+.B-+C. He also considers hvo m e r  questions: is it possible 

to interpret Mc1 as A+.B+C. and would it then be something reasonable to believe in? 

Lowe does not think that we can give the positive answer to the first question. but rven if 

we cm. the answer to the second one. he is certain. is negative. But those claims are given 

in his paper aimost without explanation. 

Note that Lowe assumes that the disjunction used here (Wr v Wa) is tmth- 

funcrional inclusive disjunction of the classical propsirional calculus. Although he says  

nothing about it it is clear from the faft that the disjunction is equivaient to the material 

implication 7 Wr 2 Wa Obviously Lowe does not find the question about the nature of 

disjunction an issue. But he is wrong here. Without an analysis of the -or' in the above 

statement his argumentation is not conclusive. McGee could use the very same argument 

to daim that the disjunction is not truth-functionai - because Mc1 has the form 

A+.B+C and not A+.B 3 C. And both arguments wouId have the same strength. 



Three Belgrade Objections 

Next 1 will mention three objections to McGee's argument which were aven 

during the discussions 1 had with my colleagues in Belgrade. Noue of them. as  it happens. 

especiaily deait with logic, so they made their arguments solely by the natural language 

intuition. In a sense. this may be sometimes their advantage. Too much dealing with the 

logic we learned fiom Frege and Russell might make us blind to some subtleties of 

natural 1anguao.e. in fact, al1 these objections point to some conflict between n a d  

Ianguage intuition and classical logic. 

I will refer to the three objections as 0,-03. The fmt two wilI remain unsolved 

here. 1 will just try to show that the opposite view is also well supported. but no decision 

will be made. They will be discussed again latter in the text. 

0 1 .  The fïrst objection raises some doubts about the second prernise (a Republkan 

wiIl win). We believe that Reagan will win. and that's why we also believe that a 

Republican will win. In a sense, 'a Republican will win' can be misleading in this 

context. or deceiving, and hence false. The quoted sentence is equivocal. If we understand 

it as 'a certain Republican will win'. then it can safely be inferred fÎom 'Reagan will 

win'. But it seems not to be the case if  we understand it as 'some (of the) Republican(s) 

will win' or 'a Republican (no matter which one) will wui', assuming that every 

Republican can win. 

Let us take another example. Imagine a cornpetition in Nnning 100 meters. H d f  

of the m e r s  are the best white m e r s  in the world; the others are the best black 

m e r s .  One does not need to know their names to believe 'a black m e r  will win' . 



Now imagine that among the black m e r s  there is the best black m e r  in the world, but 

the others are some elderly black people, while the white m e r s  rem& the same. It 

seems that in this situation we nonnally would not say 'a black runner will win'. although 

nobody doubts that the best black m e r  will win. 

On the other hanci. the answer to the question -will a Republican win?' seems to 

be ûiviai: yes. because Reagan will win. That is what the axiom of the predicate calculus 

tells us: At+3xAx. If3xA.x means 'a Republican will win'. then it follows fkorn 'Reagan 

is a Republican and Reagan will win'. And this is in accordance not just with the classical 

calculus but with the naniral language intuition also. Similarly. in both venions of the 

example with the m e r s ,  it seems that faced with the question "Will a black m e r  

win?" we would have to answer -'Yes". 

Thus it seems that the first objection is disposed of. But 1 think 1 gave a hint that 

somebody could still h d  that something might be confushg here. I hope this will be 

more clear Iater. 

Oz. The second objection concerns the first prernise (if a Republican will win. 

then if it's not Reagan, it's Anderson). We believe that a Republican will win (which is 

the antecedent of Mcl) and we believe that it is false that if it's not Reagan who wins, it 

will be Anderson (the consequent of Mc 1 ). The two beliefs seem to be pedèctly 

compatible. But Mc 1 tells us that if the first is true, the second is not. So Mc 1 is false- 

This can be expressed more clearly like thîs: Mc1 is false because it has true antecedent 

and false consequent. 



Now 1 have to make a digression to avoid some possible misunderstandings. One 

may wonder why don't 1 stop here: once we noticed that Mc1 has true antecedent and 

false consequent, there is no need for M e r  discussion. This surely means that Mc1 is 

fdse and hence the McGee paradox is disposed of. But such reasoning would not be 

good. 

First, it leaves us with no explanation of why Mc 1 seems trivially true, and why 

we use such propositions so ofien. A satistàctory solution of the paradox shouid be able 

to explain this. if wnat 1 said at the very beginning of this paper is correct. 

Second. McGee couid cornplain: "Of course it has m e  antecedent and false 

consequent. That's exactly what I said when 1 argued that mp is not generally valid." 

Would he be right to say so? Absolutely. 1 think. The only reason for rejecting a mle of 

infierence is that it is not truth preserving. in view of the form of modus ponens. the oniy 

possible case when it can fail to be tmth preserving is when there is a true conditional 

with a true antecedent and a false consequent. So denying the general validity of mp and 

claiming that a conditional can be hue with a true antecedent and a false consequent are 

not two separate things. If  we don't immediately reject McGee's artaunent because he 

denies mp. we cannot reject it now just because we noticed that Mc1 has true antecedent 

and false consequent. For. again. one cannot reject mp without accepting that a 

conditional can be m e  with true antecedent and false consequent. 1 am not sure why 

McGee keeps quiet about this. But 1 believe that he is well aware of what he's doing, and 

that there is nothing in this passage he does not already know. 

I'd like to make more remarks that 1 hope will cast some more light both on this 

issue and on the situation McGee involved himself in. It is not easy when one has dmost 



two and a half millenniums of tradition against him. Most of the critiques of McGee's 

paper rely more on that tradition than on their own arguments. 

HereaAer I will refer to the daim that no conditional can be true with a true 

antecedent and a fdse consequent as 'the Thesis'. 

1 will recail here the two approaches in determining the meaning of a comective, 

which were mentioned on page 3 (Hilbert's and Euclid's way). Can we, following either 

of these approaches. state that the Thesis is beyond doubt? Or7 what is the same. is it 

beyond doubt that the Thesis is part of the meaning of '+'? 

If we adopt Hilbert3 holistic approach, and if we detexmine the meaninp of '4 

by what we think are its formal popenies, then the Thesis will be the consequence of 

these forma1 properties only if they include mp. In the case of material implication such 

questions were not the problem. because we know exactly what material implication is. 

But in the case of '4. afier there appeared the £kt theories of conditionals in the middle 

of this c e n t q ,  almost everything we can say about conditionals is an issue. We have to 

proceed empiricaily, by investigation of our use of natural-language conditionals. in order 

to determine their meaning. (And it turned out to be too hard a task for two generations of 

philosophers.) From the standpoint of natural-language usage. McGee could refùse to 

accept the Thesis. saying that the determination of '4 described above assumes mp. 

which. considering his example. is no good. 

If we try to determine '4 in the ' Euclidian' way by d e M g  first its truth 

conditions, then the Thesis could be part of these conditions, and mp an immediate 

consequence. McGee could cornplain again that such conditions are no good. because 



they imply mp. Or he could direçtly reject the Thesis saying that he gave us an example of 

a true conditional with a tme antecedent and a false consequent (that is, Mc 1). 

So in any case McGee would not be too worried if we point to the fact that he 

does not obey the Thesis. Even if he is wrong, something more is needed to convince him 

to chanse his view. 

Al1 of the main arguments Katz proposed against McGee's counterexarnple rely 

on the ~hesis". I will continue this digression with a few comments on his paper. As 1 

noticed above (pp. 13- 14). he fmt argued that the law of exportation is the only reason to 

accept Mc1 . He aiso reminds us that exportation and mp cannot go together (if we don't 

want our conditionals to be material implication) and that McGee accepts both 

exportation and importation. Then he says (in ail citations from Katz's papa italics are 

mine): 

We can show. however, that the law of exportation and the law of importation 

cannot both apply to mong conditionals: for in the presence of several standard 

assumptions about conditionals. the law of importation is incomisrent with the 

view that Mc1 and Mc2 are both m e  and McC is false. One assurnption is that an 

indicative conditional of the form [if @. then is logically true just in case 6 
logically implies y. l6 

Katz then points to an instantiation of the law of identity ("every sentence logically 

implies itself "): 

If (if 4 then y), then (if 4 then v) 

15 Katz op-cit.. 
Katz 1999. p.409. 'Stmng conditional' means *conditionai, as I use it here. Signs 'Mc1 ' 

etc. are different in Katz' paper. 



By importation we can infer: 

(*) If (if 4 then y) and 4, then 

fiom which Katz concludes: 

It should be clear, however. that. if the antecedent of (*) logically implies the 

consequent of (*), then modus ponens is a valid nile of inference." 

An instantiation of (*) is: 

(* *) If [MC 11 and r ~ c 2 1  then ~ M C C ~ .  

Since (**) is logically true and since a conditional is logically tme only if its 

mecedent logically Unplies its consequent it follows that it is not possible for the 

antecedent of (**) ... to be m e  and the consequent of (* *) ... to be false." 

. . 
This piece of reasoning shows that one cannot consisrently hold (as 

McGee does) both that importation is valid and that the inference fTom Mc1 and 

Mc2 to McC is not. It also shows that. if importation is valid for strong 

conditionals. then exportation is not.lg 

This ar-ment, so far, is not enough to decide between the exportation and the 

importation. and Katz is aware of this. He then argues that we should reject exportation. 

because 

If (either 4 or y) and notd, then y~ 

which is certainly true, yields by exportation 

" ibid. p.410. This reminds very much of Lewis Carroll's -'What the Tortoise Said to 
Achilles", cf. 
htt~:!/t~~~~~~.mathacademv.com~plritonic re=ilms/encvclo~/articles/carroll.html 
I g  ibid. 
l 9  ibid. 



(* **) If either 4 or v, then if net+ then W. 

From the latter sentence, by appealing to the Thesis, Katz concludes that the consequence 

of exportation is th whenever a disjunction '4 or y' is mie. the conditional 'if notS. 

then W' is also true. But this reduces the conditionds to material implication. so we 

should reject exportation." 

1 tried to £ïnd a sense, other than literal. in which Katz thiaks that one cannot 

*consistently' hold that both importation and exportation are vdid. but 1 couldn't. ~ate? ' .  

he said that there is a 'decisive' reason for thinking that Mcl is false and " A t  is an 

essential feature of any conditional. indicative or otherwise. that it is fdse if it has a m e  

antecedent and fdse consequent." So he means it literaily that McGee is inconsistent. 

Katz's claim that McGee is not consistent can be interpreted in three ways. 

F i n t  he might have thought that -McGeels Iogic is inconsisten~ which is not likely 

to be the case. since it is obviously not true. 

Second. Katz's point might be that McGee failed to make a logic where mp is not 

valid. and 

Third. if McGee did succeed in constmcting such a logic. then the Iogic is no 

good. because it is not in accordance with some 'standard assumptions about 

conditionals'. 

Before cornmenting upon this. I'd Iike to say again that the claim that mp is valid 

and the Thesis are immediate consequences of each other. and are equivalent. Thus if one 

'O ibid. p.410-11 
" ibid. p.112. 



rejects one of them, he must reject the other also. And if somebody wants to refute 

McGee's claim that mp is not valid he cannot do so only using the Thesis. 

Nevertheless. one might still find that our intuition in favour of the Thesis mi@ 

be suonger than our intuition in favour of mp, and use the former to defend mp. McGee. 1 

believe. would not be convinced by nich an argument. 1 tried to show this when 1 applied 

'Hilbert's' and 'Euclid's' way to conditionals (page 19 above). The point was that ~McGee 

could directly attack the Thesis. as weil as mp, usine the sarne example. 

If the second interpretation of Katz's argument is correck then he might have had 

something like this in his mind. As Katz showed, 

(**) r f r ~ ~ i l a n d r ~ ~ ~ l t h e n r ~ ~ c 1 .  

is logically m e .  Then, by appealing to the Thesis. we can conclude that. assuming Mc1 

and Mc2 are true. it is not possible that McC is not. Or. more generally. since 

(*) If (if 4 then y) and $. then 

is Iogically m e ,  ihen mp is valid. because it is not possible that the antecedent of (*) is 

true and the consequent is not. But, as we saw. appeaiing to the Thesis is not an ar-ment 

against McGee, because he made a semantics where there are true conditionals with a me 

antecedent and a faIse consequent. His logic provides no means for y to be derived if it is 

itself a conditional. So in his logic (*) can be (and it is indeed) true. but there is no way 

mp can be derived fkom ir". Katz makes the same rnistake in arguing that exportation 

reduces conditionals to matenal implication. From (***) (If either 4 or y. then if no<-+. 

77 -- We discussed this feature of McGee's logic on pages 1 1 - 12 where we showed that the 
mle 8 (fiomb ZA and b3(A+B) to inferb UB) cannot be denved even if 9 
(Z(A+B)+.ZA+ZB) holds. 



then y) and '4 or y' one cannot infer *if net+ then y' without the usage of mp which is 

forbidden by McGee's semantics. 

The third interpretation of W s  argumentation can be, 1 think, expressed in its 

mongest fonn like this: McGee made a logk where it is possible to find a proposition B 

which is a logical consequence of a proposition A (or A logically implies B), but A is me 

and B is not. Proofi an indicative conditionai of the fom A+B is Zogically tme j ust in 

case A logically implies B (Le. ift A-B then B is a logîcal consequence of A: the latter 

is usually rendered as *B. The passage fromb A+B to A ~ B  is called the converse of the 

deduction theorem). (**) is an example of a conditional which is logically true in 

McGeels logic. Hence r i ~ c ~ l  is a logical consequence of r~cvlcll and r ~ c 2 1 .  But [MC 11 

and ~ M C Z ~  is true and ~ M C C ~  faise in McGee's 10g-i~. Q.E.D. 

What could McGee say to that? The very notion of logical consequence assumes 

that it is not possible that a proposition is true but its logicai consequence is not. Let us 

suppose that McGee would not go so far to deny thïs. He might simpiy say that it is '+' 

that he understands in different way, no< the logical consequence. He could say that it is 

not m e  that an indicative conditional of the form A+B is logically true just in case A 

logically implies B. (**) would be an example. If it follows tiom the notion of logicai 

consequence that it is not possible that a proposition is true but its logical consequence is 

not and if we represent this notion by 'F, then the converse of the deduction theorem is a 

metatheorem claiming that mp hoids for '4. McGee obviously could not accept a 

metatheorem claiming that mp is vdid if he made a system where rnp is not valid. 

Thus we saw that McGee is not obliged to accept the third interpretation in its 

strongest fom. In other words, he is not obliged to vioiate the usuai notion of logical 



consequence. He is just obliged to deny that " an indicative conditional of the form A+B 

is logicaily true just in case A logically implies B", that is, to deny the converse of the 

deduction theorem. And he really has to deny this theorem, since it claims that mp is 

valid. But we cannot use the converse of the deduction theorem any more than we c m  

use the Thesis, against McGeefs logic. Modus ponens, the Thesis and the converse of the 

deduction theorem pass or fail together. Once we accept one of the three. the other two 

n-ivially follow. And once we reject one of the t h e .  the other two are automaticdly 

invaiid. On the formai level. using one of the three p ~ c i p i e s  to defend one of the N o  

remainùig wouid be the case of a circuiar reasoning. 

Still. this does not necessarily mean that our intuitions supponing the three 

pnnciples have the same strength. But. a g a  rhis does not work againsr .VcGee. He can 

directly attack the converse of the deduction theorem also. using (**) as an example 

wherek A+B holds but A ~ B  does not. 

From Katz' paper 1 couldn't conclude whether the second or the third 

interpretation is correct. Sometirnes it looks like he thinks the Thesis to be his main 

argument. sornetimes it seems rather that the third interpretation is right. Anyway, neither 

of them helps us to remove McGee's problem. 

Let us go back to the second objection O?. It says that, according to the Thesis. 

Mc1  is fdse. We saw that mere appeaiinp to the thesis is not a conclusive argument 

against McGee. But it does not mean that Oz has no strength at ail. Its strength stems fiom 

our intuition in favour of mp and the Thesis. And it points to the way we can cast some 

doubt on Mc 1. At k t  sight it seems that Mcl is trïvially me.  Aiso, it seems that Mc2 

logically follows fkom the facts we know about the election case. Thus. at first sight, it 



seems that both prernises Mc1 and Mc2 are undoubtedly me. If  this were the case, 

McGee would have a very powerful, and even conclusive argument against mp. But O? 

says that the truth of Mc1 already presupposes that mp (and the ïhesis) does not hold. 

Thus the strength of McGee's argument stems h m  the fact thaî Mc 1 appears to be 

trivially true. 

Although our intuition in favour of mp and the Thesis is very strong? one could 

say something like this in favour of McGeeos opinion. I f  a Republican will win. then if 

it's not Reagan, it wiil be Anderson. Who else? 

1 will put this in the Ton of an argument. It seems that one (and only one) of the 

following three propositions must be true: 

If a Republican will win. then if it's not Reagan. it will be Reagan. 

If a Republican will win, then if it's not Reagan. it will be Carter. 

If a Republican will win, then if it's not Reagan, it will be Anderson. 

The fmt two are nonsense. So the third - Mc 1 - must be true. 

Thus we are so far left with the puzzle, rather than solution: both 0 2  and its 

opposite find support in our natural laneuage intuition. 

03. 1 tum now to the third objection that 1 promised several pages ago. It goes like 

this: we have the prernise 'a Republican will win'. Hence Carter is ruled out of 

consideration and we cannot any more believe that it is a non-Republican Carter who 

will win if it's not Reagan. So, with this premise, the conclusion McC is o.k. and there is 

no problem at d l .  



D.E. Over gave a similar argument against McGeels c o ~ n t e r e x a m ~ l e ~ .  using more 

developed temünology. He makes a distinction between beliefs and assumptions. The 

relevant difference between the IWO notions is ùiat 'a belief m q  be suspended or set 

aside when an assumption by its very nature cannot bel. His critique is based on the 

following arguments: 

The first important point to notice is that McGee speaks of what we 

believe in the above quotation and not of what we assume. in fact he never 

speaks of modus ponens as the rule which allows us to infer a conclusion from 

assumprions of the form 4 and 4 - + ~  ... and yet this is how the rule is standardly 

stated in systems of natural deduction." 

Let us r e m  to McC above. and imagine that we are presented with this 

conditional on its own and asked whether we should beiieve it. To answer this 

question. we suppose that the antecedent of McC is correct and. to avoid 

inconsistency. suspend some of our present beliefs. including of course. our belief 

that Reagan will win the election. But by suspending that belief. we see that we no 

longer have any reason to believe Mc2 above. that a Republican will win (since 

we have presumably based this belief on our belief that Reagan wi11 win). And as 

a result of these changes and what we know about the polls. we see that we should 

not believe McC ... 

The matter is very different in a context in which we infer McC fiom the 

assurnptions Mc1 and Mc2 by modus ponens. Here we cannot 'suspend' Mc2 - in 

this context Mc2 is an assumption. and the mle modus ponens does not permit us 

to discharge its assumptions .. . And so McC does follow given the assumptions 

Mc 1 and  MC^." 

-p - - - 

23 D. E. Over "Assumptions and the Supposed Counterexarnples to Modus Ponens" 
Analysis 1987 pp. 142-6 
'" ibid. p. 143 
' 5  ibid p. 143-4 



However, Over's objection does not help us to remove the problem. McGee could 

easily give a refonnulation of his example. which would bring back the same puzzle. He 

could define a set X of propositions depicting the situation about the elections. and say 

that it is this set that we are starting with, not the premises Mc 1 and Mc2. Both the 

negation of the conclusion and the premises follow directly fkom that set. independentiy 

one of another (that is. it appears that both (Mc 1 and Mc2) and not-McC follow from X). 

So we still have a contradiction. no matter whether X is a set of beliefs or assumptions. 

Formaiîzation of the argument 

1 will now determine the set X. and d e r  that 1 will denve the contradiction. in 

order to see what logical rules must be used for that. Let Wx stand for 'x wins'. Dx for -x 

is a Democrat'. Ru for 'x is a Republican'. r. c. a are Reagan. Carter. Anderson. P(A) is 

the probabiiity of the proposition A. p is a probability big enough so that it is rational to 

believe A if P(A) 1 p. p<l.  ZA means that it is rational to believe A. X contains: 

. . 
II t/x(Rx o 7Dx) or instead 

1 3lxWx or instead: Wr + W C A ~  Wa. 

WC + W ~ A -  Wa 

Wa + lWr~-Wc 

Rr t, lDr 

Dc o IRC 

Ra t, 7Da 
. . - 
111 Vx(Rx H (x=r v x=a)) or instead Rr, Ra 

iv b'x(Dx ++ x=c) or instead Dc 

v P(Wr)==pc E b, 1 ) 

v i P(Wc)= PC E [p( 1 - PJ , 1 - PT) 



vii 
. S .  

VI11 

ix 

P(Wa)= 1-P(Wr)-P(Wc) 

P(7W»Wc)=P(Wc/~Wr)~ b.1) 

It is rational to believe the facts fiom the hypotheses i-iv 

Z (7 Wr+ WC) h m  (viii) by a supposed def. of rational belief 

XWr fiom (v) by a supposed definition of rational belief 

3Rr from (iii) and (ix) 
- - R ~ A  5 Wr fiom 102. 103 by G B ~ ~ B  

Z (&A Wr) fiom 104 by ZAr\ZBwT(A/\B) 

Z (Rr~Wr+3 x(Ru Wx)) instantiation of the axiom At+3xAx. necessitation 

7 ( R r ~ W r ) + 3 x ( R x ~ W x )  from106by Z(A+B)+.ZA+IB 

7 3x(Rx/\Wx) fiom 105 and 107 by MP (this is M d )  

I( 3x(Rxn Wx) t, 3x( (x=r v x=a) A Wx) ) fiom iii and ix. substitution of 

equivalent formulae (SEF) 

I( 3x((x=r v x=a) A WX) f) 3x((x=r A Wx) v ( x a  A Wx)) ) 

distribution of A over v. necessitation 

,( 3x( (x=r A Wx) v (x=a A Wx) ) t, WwWa ) fiom 110 by the 

theorem 3x(x=a A Ax) t, Aa 

3( 3x(Rx/\Wx) t, W N W ~  ) fiom 109 -1 11 by SEF 

I ( W N W ~ + . ~  Wr+ Wa) necessitation of AvB+.~B+A 

1(3x(RxnWx) +--Wr-+Wa) from 1 12 and 1 13 by SEF (this is Mcl)  

Z(-ï Wr+ Wa) fiom 108 and 114 by Z(A+B)+.=+IB and LYlP 

3(Wa + -WC) fiom i and ix by A+BAC-+.(A+B)A(A+C), 

h B + B  

Z(- WC* WC) fiom 1 15 and 1 16 by transitivity of implication 
- -7(7 Wr+Wc) fYom 1 17 by A+Bj7(A+7B) and A*-tA 

Wr+Wc) h m  118 =+&A 

119 is anegation of 101. 



-4s was mentioned on page 8 above, we c m  give two interpretations of the 

election case, both of which lead to the paradox. The !kt one, presented and formalized 

above. thinks about McGee's example in terms of probability; the second one, in ternis of 

mith. According to the fim one, the problem is that it tums out that it is both rational and 

not rationai to believe Wr+Wc (or Wr+Wa). According to the second one. it turns 

out that both 7Wr+Wc and its negation are true. Aiso, it was mentioned that the two 

approaches do not presuppose different understandings of conditionals or probabilities of 

conditionais. ïhey just presuppose different premises. lnstead of the premises stating the 

probabilities (v-viii) and ix about the rationai beliec the new set of premises (cal1 it Xi) 

wouid contain the following: three staternents about the percentage of potential voters for 

each candidate: statement that the resuits of the election will be the same as that 

percentage: and the statement that the candidate with the highest percent of votes is the 

wimer. The derivation fiom XI would not differ fiom the sequence 10 1 - 1 19, except that 

the modal operator and some redundant steps would be dropped. For example. the 

without the operator 104 ( IRmZWr ) and 105 = ( R r ~ w r )  would become the same - 

R r ~ w r  - so w-e would not need the step ikom 104 to 105. Since the new derivation would 

differ oniy in consisting fewer steps. 1 will not bother the reader with a new formalization 

for XI. 

Modal principles 

1 will now list al1 the theorems and rules used above and comment upon thern. 

First the modal ones. 



303 is obviously a characteristic of rational belief. 

204 says that it is rational to believe theorems of logic. It is also in accordance 

with the notion of rational belief. 

The lonery paradox casts some doubt on 201. For each ticket holder. it is rational 

to believe that he will lose. But it is not rationd to believe that d i  ticket holders will lose. 

Hence. there is a long conjunction such that each conjunct is rationally believed but the 

conjunction is not rationally believed. 

As 1 will repeat few more times in this paper, if we find a counterexample to a 

rule of iderence or a theorem which is strongly supponed by our intuition and which we 

use ofken in natural language (e-g. 20 1. transitivity of implication. contraposition and the 

sirnilar). this does not mean that the rule or the theorem usudly or never holds. It is more 

probable that it usually does hold. except in some rare occasions. Otherwise very ofien 

what we speak would be nonsense. 

The lonery paradox points to the failure of Barcan Formula (BF) (V't~Zku + 

ZV.CA,x) in the contexts where the box represents rational belief. VxAx can be 

represented as the conjunction Aal A Aa2 A ... A Aa,, where al, a2 ... a,, are al1 the 

- 
individuals fiom the domain. Thus BF can be replaced by =a1 A -Aaz A ... A IAa,, + 

- 
-(Aai A Aa2 A ... A Aa,,). in the above formalisation the formula Z A A I  Bc* 1 (AAB) is 

used to infer the belief that Reagan is a Republican and that he will win fiom the two 



beliefs that he is a Republican and that he will win. Obviously the inference has nothing 

to do with BF. Also the probability of the conjunction is not lower than the probability of 

the less probable conjunct The inference is trivial, and the logic of belief where it is not 

valid would not be good. 

202 seems to be a more serious problem. Fred ~ re t ske?  

You take your son to the zoo, see several zebras. and. when questioned by your 

son. tell him they are zebras. Do p u  know they are zebras? Well. moa of us 

would have linle hesitation in saying that we dici know this. We know what zebras 

look like, and. besides. this is a city zoo and the animals are in a pen clearly 

marked "Zebras". Yet  something's k i n g  a zebra implies that it is not a mule. and. 

in particular. not a mule cleverly disguised by the zoo authorhies to look like a 

zebra Do you know that these animals are not mules cleverly disguised by the zoo 

authorities to look like zebras? If you are tempted to sa); "Yes" to this question. 

think a moment about what reasons you have. what evidence y u  can produce in 

favour of this claim. The evidence you had for thinking hem zebras has been 

efTectiveiy neutralized. since it does not count toward their no[ being mules 

cleverly disguised to look like zebras. 

Dretske's argument is meant to point to the failure of 202. If we use the srandard 

interpretation of propositional constants as true or false, the proposition '1 know A' would 

be rendered as :A. Let A be 'a is a zebra' and B 'a is not a mule cleverly disguised to look 

like zebra'. The argument has the fonn 

Dretske' "Epistemic Operators". Journal of philosophy vol.LXVn. no. 24. 1970. pp. 
1007- 1023. 



By 202 this argument is reduced to an instantiation of modus ponens'7: 

if we use the non-standard interpretation of propositional constants. not as me-false but 

as '1 know' - '1 don't know', then the operator and 202 are redundant. and in that case 

Dretske's argument points to die failure of modus ponens. The very same argument is, of 

course. applied to rational belief? 

Dretske's argument. if it is correct shows that our justification for knowing 

(rationally believing) a proposition can fail to be sufficient justification for some of the 

logical consequences of that proposition. In other words. there are cases where the set of 

propositions representing the justification for knowing (believing) A. can fail to be 

suficient or can be irrelevant for knowing B. which is a logical consequence of A. For 

justifjkg the knowledge of B we need a different set of propositions. 

Whether Dretske has a valid point whether such a notion of knowledge is 

acceptable and the similar questions can be left to epistemologists. Here it is enough to 

mention that 202 can be questioned'9. I'll just add that often we do need 202. because it is 

obvious that there are cases when we m u t  know a logical consequence of a proposition 

in order to know it. For example. we cannot say that we know that this is zebra if we do 

not know that it is an animai. 

" We saw on pages 1 1-12 that this reduction couid not be derived in McGee' logic. 
'' This is usually cdled the problem of the closure of implication in epistemic contexts. 

' 9  The formula 202 is questioned for the fïrst tirne. as far as 1 know, nor in epistemic but 
in moral contexts. cf. Chishoim "Contrary-to Duty Lmperatives and Deontic Logic". 
Analysis vol 24 1963.33-36. 



There is something âifferent in McGee's example: it is not the case that we need a 

dzflerent set of propositions for evaiuation of the rationality of our beliefs in the premises 

on the one hand. and the conclusion on the other. The very same set applies both to the 

prernises and the conclusion (that is. the set X). This means one of the two following. 

F i m  it can be that Dretske-like argument does not apply to McGee's example. in 

other words. using 202 is not problematic in the context of McGee's example. 

Second. if it does apply. that is if ifs 202 that makes the problem. then McGee's 

example points to a conclusion much more radical than Dretske's - it points to the case 

where the same set of propositions justifies both the knowledge (belief) of the premises 

and the knowledge (belief) of the negurion of their iogical consequence. 

1 argue for the first. If the second is correct, maybe it points not to the failure of 

202. but rather to the unacceptability of the presupposed notion of knowledge and rational 

belief. Further. note that 20 1-4 belong to many consistenr systems of modal logic. that is. 

the- are mutuaiIy consistent. But we stiil have a contradiction. And it is not possible that 

modd fomulae become inconsistent when put together with non-modal formulae. This 

means that on the formai level something is wrong with the non-modal formulae. not with 

modal ones. Finally, the same contradiction can be derived from Xi without use of the 

modal operator. So the problem is not removed by rejecting 202 or some of 20 1-204. And 

it would be very unconvincing to say that in the case where we start with X the problem is 

202. but in the case of XI the problem is something else. 

These are my reasons to think that it is misleading to point to the modal pnnciples 

to reject McGee's argument. The reasoning expressed by 201-4 in this case is not 



problematic: rnoreover, it is trivial in this context, and. again, the logic of belief where it 

is invalid would not be in accordance with any sensible notion of rational belief. 

These are also my grounds to reject the cntique of McGee's argument proposed by 

Sinnott-Armstrong, Moor and ~ o ~ e l i n . ' ~  They sumrned up their cntique like this: 

F i n t  modus ponens preserves tmth. not grounds for believing or 

probabilities. A real countetexample would have to use modus ponens to go fiom 

true premises to a false conclusion. Second. an analogue of modus ponens for 

gromds or probabilities must not confuse good grounds or high probabilit) for the 

premises separately with good guunds or high probability for the conjunction of 

the premises. Finally, the probability of a conditionai m u t  not be confuseci with a 

conditional probability. With these confuçions removed, McGee's case against 

modus ponens loses its force. Modus ponens lives!" 

The first 'confùsion' points to the problem of 202. Reducing the problem raised by McGee 

to the preservation of rationality or probability is. as  we saw. misleading. This is not so 

just because the modal principles used are not problematic in rhis context. but also 

because McGee's argument can be rendered without use of the operator. that is. not in 

terms of rationaiity or probability, but in terms of truth and faisity (X& The three authors 

failed to see this, because they think that '4 is material implication. 

Their second point is also not of importance here because we have equally good 

grounds to believe the premises separately and to believe their conjunction. 

3 O W. Simott-Armstrong, J. M w r  and R. Fogelin, "A Defense of Modus Ponens" The 
Journal of Philosophy, May 1986 pp. 296-300. 

'' ibid. p.300 



As for the third. be it tnie or false. it solves nothuig, because we still have the 

same contradiction in the XI-, where the problem of the probability of conditionais is 

avoided. 

1 will finish the discussion on 201-4 with the following remark. It may seem that 

rendering the McGee argument in modal logic is redundant because it makes the 

formalization more compticated than necessary. For example, instead of asserting that it 

is rationai to believe or that it is probable that if itfs not Reagan who wins it will be 

Carter. we can simply say that the conditionai is m e .  We can do so in the XI-case. but 

not in the case of X where we have the premises stating the probabilities for each of the 

candidates to win. The conditional 'If it's not Reagan who wins it will be Carter' is not 

mie in the X-case according to such theories as metalinguistc, Lewis's and ~ a n n b r o d " ~  

ones. As long as it is not necessmy in rhe given siruarion that the consequent is true if the 

antecedent is. the conditional is faise according to these theories. The metalinguistic ones 

say that a conditional A-C is true iff A. together with a relevant set of m e r  true 

premises. logically implies C. by laws of logic and some m e r  principles. e.g. laws of 

nature. This means that the comection between A plus tiinher premises plus relevant 

pnnciples on the one side, and B on the other. is necessary. Possible-worlds semantics 

say the same thing using another terrninology. A-C is me at a world i iff C holds at al1 

the worlds that differ minimally fkom 133 These are the worlds throughout which the 'set 

of M e r  me premises' hold, and this is the comection between the metalinguistic and 

32 D.Lewis. Couoterfactuals. Ken Warmbrod. "Counterfacruals and Substitution of 
Equivaient Antecedents" Journal of Philosophical Logic 198 1 .  pp. 267-89. 



the possible-worlds sernantics. According to the latter theories. if A+C is tnre, then C 

holds in al2 the worids where A holds, which means that it is necessaty (in a given 

situation) that C holds in every A-world of a certain kind. A-worlds of a 'certain kind' are 

those that are most similar to i (Lewis) or accessible h m  i (Wannbrod) and where the 

'given situation' holds. 

Now. if the probability of each candidate's chance to win is between O and 1. the 

connection between, for example. the propositions 'Reagan wi!l not win' and 'Carter will 

win' is not necessary and hence 'If it is not Reagan who wins it will be Carter' is faise. 

Among the relevant antecedent-worlds there m u s  be some where it's Anderson who 

wins. since the probability for that is higher than O. According to the metalinguistic 

pattern, the argument Erom antecedent plus relevant propositions to consequent cannot be 

valid. since the connection is not logical. but only highly probable. 

This feature of the mentioned theories of conditionals is. I think. good. There must 

be a necessary connection between the antecedent and the consequent. Otherwise. the 

conditionals that we use in the ordinary lanCpage would be nonsense. This does not mean 

that conditionals m u t  be necessary propositions. The modal status of conditionals 

depends on the modal status of the set of relevant propositions that make the connection 

between antecedent and consequent logical. For exarnple. 'If the match rn were struck. it 

would light' is contingently true (if it is true) because the propositions stating the facts 

that m is dry, well-made and the similar propositions that would belong to the set of 

relevant propositions, are contingent. 'If this were bigger. it would aiso be heavier' does 

-- 

3 3 Lewis cal1 these worlds 'the most similar' to i, Wannbrod calls them 'accessible' fiom i. 
There are important difference between Wannbrod's and Lewis's semantics, but it is not 



not require any other facts, but it could be considered contingent as well if the same statu 

is ascribed to physical laws, otherwise it would be physically necessary. 'Uyou were taller 

than me, 1 wouid be shorter than you' relies only on logical laws, and doesn't require any 

supplementaxy facts, hence it is logicaily necessary. 

Two kinds of disjunction and the solution 

Xow we c m  tum to non-modal formulae used in the above formalization of 

McGeefs qgument. It turns out to be usehl to consider first the propositional formulae 

without predicate ones. The whole argument can be rendered in pure propositional 

calculus and the contradiction can also be denved. This indicates that it is here that we 

should focus our first attention. 1 will derive the contradiction again without predicate 

formulae. In order to make the argument easier to follow. I will still use the same 

predicates. but 1 will not use quantifiers. The set of premises is the sarne set X. since for 

every quantified foxmula that belongs to X I pave the propositional formulae that can 

replace it. The only new formula will be A. which is meant to replace 3x(RvrW?c). 

A=*''www~ that is. A means that either Reagan or Anderson will win. So A stands for 

'a Republican wi11 win'. From X it follows: 

301 I ( 7 W r + W c )  from (viii) by a supposed def. of rational belief 
- 

302 -Wr îÎom (v) by a supposed deffition of rational belief 

303 Z(WrvWa) fiom 302 by the necessitation of the theorem 

A-AvB, =(A-B) +.ZA-KB and mp 

necessary to explain them for my present point. 



304 ZA 

305 I(WwWa +.-Wr + Wa) 

306 :(A+.- Wr -+ Wa) 

307 Z(- Wr + Wa) 

308 I(Wa + -WC) 

from 303 by def. of A and SEF. 

aecessitation of AvE3+.-B+A 

from 305 by def. of A and SEF. 

from 304 and 306 by X(A+B)+.-A+C B and mp 

fkom i and ix. by A+BAC+.(A+B)A(A+C), 

A/\B+B 

from 307 and 308 by transitivity of implication 

fiom 309 by A+B+(A+B) and A-TA 

fiom 3 1 O by ZA-+?T-A and A-TA 

3 1 1 contradicts 30 1. I will List now the d e s  and theorems fiom the pure 

propositional calculus used in both formalizations. 

The des :  

A.B \A~\B 

transitivity of implication 

SEF 

mP 

The theorems: 



1 will comment just upon the last two, and I'll give a brief remark on transitivity. 

For the others, 1 do not see what can be said against them. 

For most philosophers and logicians transitivity is not an acceptable rule of 

inference for indicative and subjunctive conditionds, and it is no longer an open question 

for them. However. even if there are somc counterexamples to transitivity, it is one of 

those d e s  strongly supported by our intuition and very common in ordinary language. so. 

as it was rnentianed earlier. it is more likeiy that the rule (at least) usually does hold. The 

use of m i t i v i t y  in the above formalizations is trivial and nobody can sensibly argue that 

it was misleading or wrong. I think the reader would agree h t  one could hardly say 

somerhing less interesthg about McGee's example than that it in fact points to the failure 

of transitivity. 

By 30 1 and 402 we can derive the d e  

or. if the transitivity of implication holds. the theorem 

A+.IA+B' 

which reduces '4 to material implication. Note that 402 does not hold in any 'normal' 

system (i.e. system where mp holds) of conditionals. The converse of 402 - 

lA+B-+AvB - is trivial in al1 such systems. because this is in fact the Thesis: 

TA+B+(A/\TB). 402 and its converse together make I A + B  equivalent to AvB and 

hence to materiai implication 3 B also. That is why 402 is false in al1 systems of 

conditionds except McGee's. Note that this means that Mc1 (306 in the 'propositional' 



formdization) is also false in these systems, and h t  is the reason why the contradiction 

cannot be derived in them. 

On the other hanâ, we can doubt whether it is good that 402 and Mc1 are fdse. 

The reasoning expressed by 402 is very ofien used in naturai language. and Mc 1 appears 

to be trivially bue. This requires an explanation. Mere appealing to the Thesis. as we saw 

in the discussion of Katz's paper. soIves nothing. The true solution would have to explain 

what it is in McGee's example that makes the confusion. 

The fact that 402 is common and the apparent trividity of Mc 1 might mean one of 

the following. First. n a d  language is obviously inconsistent. Second. '4 is material 

implication. Third. 'v' in 10 1 and in 402 are not the same. (There might be fourth 

objection that. since '4 and '4 also appear in 301 and 402. something can be wrong 

about the use of these connectives. But it is hard to see what that 'something' could be. so 

1 will not take this into account.) 

The first means that the whole human community is highly irrational. which is 

very unconvincing. 1 explained my reasons to reject the second on pages 3 4 .  

The third is, 1 believe, the explanation of what's gohg on. in ordinary situations. 

disjunctions in n a d  language require a connection between the disjuncts. When we 

know that 'Johns owns a Ford', we do not say that 'Johns owns a Ford or Brown is in 

Barcelona'. if we don? know where Brown is or even who he is. Wlen we say: -Johns 

owns a Ford or Brown is in Barcelona', our listener understands that we claim that there 

is a connection between the two facts (the disjuncts). in this non-truth-functional sense 

the disjunction 'Johns owns a Ford or Brown is in Barcelona' is false (and so is 401). But 

402 - AvB+.~A+B - and the similar formula AvB+.~B+A are true. because the 



consequents of the two formulae claim that there is a comection of a certain kuid 

between A and B. On the other han& if the 'or' is truth-fiinctional, 401 is obviously true. 

and 402 fdse. 

The other disjunction that 1 have on my mind is called 'intensional'. Let us see 

how Anderson and Belnap justiQ the introduction of the intensional disjunction. In their 

esplanation of why they reject disjunctive syiiogism and a comment u p n  an argument by 

C .  1. Lewis. they ~ a i d ~ ~ :  

... in rejecting the principle of the disjunctive syllogism. we intend to 

restrict our rejection to the case in which the 'or' is taken ûuth hctionally. In 

general and with respect to our ordinary reasoning this would not be the case: - 
perhaps always when the principle is used in reasoning one has in mind an 

intensional meaning of 'or'. where there is a relevance between the disjuncts. But 

for the intensionai meaning of 'or'. it seems clear that the andogues of A+AvB 

are invalid. since this wodd hold only if the simple tmth of A were suffrcient for 

the relevance of A to B: hence. there is a sense in which the real flaw in Lewis's 

argument is not a fallacy of relevance but rather a fallacy of arnbiguity. The 

passage fiom b to d [use of 40 1 - A+AvB] is vaIid only if the 'v' is read tnith 

hctionally, while the passage from c to e [use of 402 - AvB+.-A+B] is valid 

only if the 'v' is taken in tension al^^.^^ 

2 4 The Lewis argument discussed by Anderson and Belnap goes like this 
a Ar\-A 
b A 
c TA 
d AvB 
e 

35 
B 

Alan Ross Anderson and Nue1 D. Belnap, Entailment (The Logic of Relevance and 
Necessity), Princeton University Press 1975. p. 1 65f 



Pt can be objected that] to deny the principle of the disjunctive syilogism surely 

goes too far: "60m TA and AvB to infer B". for example, is surely valid. For one 

of the premises States that at least one of A and B is me.  and since the other 

premise, -A, says that A isn't the true one. the true one must be B ... Our reply is 

to remark again that this argument commits a fallacy of ambiguity. There are 

indeed important senses of "orn, "at least one" etc.. for which the argment f?om 

not-A and A-or-B [" ... to Bn is obviously ornittedl is perfectiy valid. namely. 

senses in which there is a tme relevance beniveen A and B, for exarnple, the sense 

in which "A-or-B" means precisely that -A entails B. However. in this sense of 

"or". the inference fiom A to A-or-B is fallacious. and therefore this sense of "or" 

is not preserved in the truth functional constant nanslated by the sarne word. As 

Lewis himself argued in some early articles. there are intensional meanings of 
11 36 "or", "not both", "at l e s t  one is me", etc.. as well as of "if ... then --- . 

The following argument concems subjunctive conditionals. but the same can be applied 

to indicative conditionals also: 

The truth of A-or-B. with truth fünctional "or". is not a sufficient condition 

for the truth of "If it were not the case that A. then it would be the case that B". 

Exarnple: It is mie that either Napoleon was born in Corsica or else the nurnber of 

the beast is perfect (with truth functional "or"); but it does not follow that had 

Napoleon not k e n  bom in Corsica, 666 would equal the sum of its factors. On the 

other hand the intensional varieties of "or" which do support the disjunctive 

syllogism are suc h as to support corresponding (possibly counterfacnial) 

subjunctive conditionals. When one says "that it is either Drosophia melanogusfer 

or D. virilis. I'm not sure which", and on finding that it wasn't Drosophia 

rnelanogaster. concludes that it was D. virilis. no fallacy is being cornmitted. But 

this is precisely because "or" in this context meam "if it isn't one. than it is the 

j6 ibid. p. 166 



other" . ... it should be ... clear that it is not simply the truth hctional  "or" ... fiom 

the fact that a speaker [and a listener. we could add] would n a d y  feel that if 

what he said [hearâ] was me,  then if it kdn'r k e n  D. viril& it would have been 

Drosophia meianogaster. And in the sense of "or" involved [intensional] it does 

not follow fiom the fact thai it is D. virilis, that it is either Drosophia 

rnelnnoguster or D. virilis, - any more than it follows solely fiom the fact that it 

was D. viriiis. that if it hadn't been, it would have k e n  Drosophia 

rnelanogasrer." 

Anderson and Belnap defined the intensional disjunction in the following way: 

A+B =*" -A+B 

The definition assumes that '+' is commutative, which is v e l  reasonable to suppose. and 

it also assumes that the law of contraposition holds for '+'. Systems where contraposition 

does not hold. D. Lewis's for example. would have to rnodiQ the definition like this: 

A ~ B  ,def (TA-B) A (-B+A) 

in the context of McGee's example. at least so far as propositional formalization is 

concerned. this means that his argument commits the fallacy of equivocation. In order to 

be tme, the premises Mc 1 and Mc2 m u t  assume different disjunctions. Mc 1 (Wr+Wa 

j . 7  Wr + Wa) assumes the intensional, disjunction, because WwWa +.-Wr + Wa is 

false. Mc2 WwWa assumes the truth-functional disjunctioa since WrtWa is false. Both 

premises are trivial for the appropriate disjunction. And both disjunctions are pronounced 

the sarne in the ordinaq language - that's why the mistake was easy to overlook. So we 

should. 1 believe, make sure not to mix the two disjunctions: 

'' ibid. p. 176 



Intensional 

- A+A+B 

) A+B+.TA+B 

A+%+.43+A 

We may tum now to the formalisation in the predicate calculus. The foilowing 

formulae have been used 

501 A t - + 3 W  

502 3x(x=a A Ax) o Aa 

Obviously. these formdae cannot lead to contradiction. Thus the error is the same as in 

the propositionai formalization. that is. the two disjunctions are rnixed. Either A+A+B is 

used instead of A+AvB. or AvB-+.-B+A is used instead of A+B+.-B-+A. Since 

arnong these four fomulae only AvB+.-B-tA is used in the formalization (1 13). this 

suggests that the error lies here. 

However. more explanation is needed. The distinction benveen 'v' and '+' gives 

us. I believe. the full explanation of what's going on the level of propositional calculus. 

But saying simply that 113 is false is not an explanation for the predicate level. We do not 

dùnk about McGee's example only in terms of propositional formulae. Both premises 

Mc 1 and Mc2 are sentences that we would render in terms of quantified formdae. 

I believe that on the predicate level we have again the problem of equivocation. It 

is 'A Republican will win', 3 x ( b  Wx) . that we understand in two different senses. 

When we conclude 3x(RuWx) from 'Reagan will win', we understand it in a sense 

different fiom the one that leads us to infer that 3 x ( b  Wx) implies Wr + Wa This 

argument is parailel to the one that points to two kinds of disjunction: the 'Wr or Wa' that 



follows from Wr is not the same one fiom which lWr + Wa foilows. This similarity 

stems fiom the fact that 'A Republican will win' is equivalent to 'Reagan or Anderson 

will win'. Thus it can be equivalent to either intensional or truth h c t i o n  'or'. When 

inferred fiom Wr, 3x(Rx~Wx) is assumed to be equivalent to W w W a  When 7Wr + 

Wa is inferred fiom 3 x ( R x ~ W x ) ,  the latter is assumed to be equivalent to W e W a  The 

equivocation stems h m  the hypothesis iii: once the hypothesis is understood as Vs(Ru 

o (x=r v x=a)) (let us call this iiiv); the other tune it is understood as Vx(Rx o (x=r + 

x=a)) (call it iii-). 3x-Wx) plus iiiv yields 3x(RwWx) o W w W a  3 x ( h W x )  

plus iii- yields 3x(Rx~Wx)  o W r W a  In order to be me. Mc 1 must assume iii+. 

becaluse WriWa +.7Wr + Wa is true and W w W a  +.-Wr + Wa is false. However. 

Mc2. in order to be tme. m m  assume the other sense of 3x(RuWx) .  the one in which 

3x(Rx~Wx)  is equivalent to WwWa. But in that case the inference fiom Mc1 and M c 1  

to McC is not mp. 

Recapitulation 

Let us consider McGee's argument again: 

M c  1 3 x ( R x ~ W x )  +.l Wr+ Wa If a Republican wins the election. then if it's 

not Reagan who wins. it will be Anderson. 

Mc2 3 x ~ ~ W x )  A Re~ublican will win the election 

McC 7Wr+Wa If it's not Reagan who wins. it will be 

Anderson. 



The folfowing valuations for the two premises and the conclusion have k e n  

Sinnott-Armstrong etc. WGee Stalnaker 01 
Over D. Lewis 
O3 Lowe 

Katz 
0 2  

prernise 1 T T 1 T 

prernise 2 T T T 1 

conclusion T 1. 1 1 

The objection given by Simon-Armstrong, Moor and Fogelin concems mainly the 

use of the modal operator: but they also think that '4 is material implication. That's why 

1 mentioned them under VI. Rendered in the classical propositional calcuius, both 

premises and the conclusion are tme. There is no need to repeat here the discussion on 

matenal implication. 

The same valuation was proposed by Over and the third objection on the page 26 

above. The objection was that with the premises taken as assumptions, the conclusion is 

no more problematic. On the page 27 we saw that this proposal does not remove the 

problem. 

As far as 1 know, the valuation vz is proposed by McGee and nobody else. Such a 

solution denies the Thesis and the general validity of mp. McGee's logic has a problem in 

expressing correctly the logical structure of certain sentences, which does not appear as a 

j 8  On page 11 '1' is used as a propositional constant. Here it is, of course. the negative 
truth value. 



problem for 'normal' logics. i-e. ones where mp holds and exportation does not hold (see 

p. 1 1 ). Also. McGeefs logic greatly reduces our ability to O btain a conditional as a 

conclusion of an inference (pages 1 1 - 12). However. who knows, aithough it is now hard 

to imagine. maybe McGeefs logic can be developed so that it does not have more such 

problems than the 'nomal' logics with mp do. But my point now is that there is no need to 

resort to such a logic to solve the problem raised by the example about the elections. This 

does not mean that another example in favour of McGee's logic cannot be imagined. This 

means that rhis example does not favour McGee's solution, 

The vaiuation v3 would be ascribed to the premises and the conclusion according 

to the systems for conditionals proposed by Stalnaker and D. Lewis. Mc 1 is fdse because 

its antecedent is true and its consequent fdse. This is also said by the second objection 

(p. 17). With the distinctions drawn above we can show in what sense v j  is correct. that is. 

in what sense v3 follows from the set X of premises. On the propositional level. Mc2 is 

'Reagan or Anderson will win' (WxvWa). and it is certainly me.  since Reagan will win. 

But then WwWa cannot imply -Wr+Wa (what is said by Mcl). WwWa (the 

antecedent of Mcl) implies T W n W a  (as Lowe noticed), where '3' is material. 

Wr+ Wa (the consequent of Mc 1) asserts something more than - WmWa. But the 

tmth-functional disjunction cannot provide the 'something more'. so Mc1 is false. On the 

predicate level, 'A Republican will win' ( ~ ~ ( R K A W ~ )  ) is by iiiv (Vx(Ru~(x=rv x=a)) 

reduced to W w W a  Thus. again, Mc2 is ûue because Wr is me .  and Mc 1 false because 

W w  Wa does not imply Wr+Wa 

The error in Lowe's argument is that he thought that Mc I must have the form 

A-+(B3C) in order to be tme, that he 'doubts' that Mc1 can be interpreted as A-+@+C) 



and that 'even if it c d .  then it would not be something reasonable to believe. The latter 

claim follows fiom the Thesis. aithough Lowe didn't explain that. Mc 1, understood as 

A+(B+C), is false, he would say, because it has true antecedent and fdse consequent- 

But Lowe didn't notice that Mc 1 could have both antecedent and consequent false. This 

Ieads us  to the explanation of v4. 

Unlike va, vj assumed the nuth-funçtiond disjunction and iiiv, that is. it assumed 

3x(RmWx) H Wr v Wa. v4, on the contraq-. assumes the intensional disjunction and 

iii+ (Vx(Rx~+c=r - x=a)). that is 3x(Rx~Wx) cr Wr + Wa That is the explanation of 

the first objection (page 16 above) and the sense in which Mc 1 is m e  and Mc2 fdse: Wr 

+ Wa does not follow solely f?om Wr. and Wr - Wa does irnply -Wr+Wa. 

Most of us. faced for the k t  t h e  with McGee's arbpnent. ascnbed the valuation 

vz to the three propositions, as McGee did. But not for the same reason. As 1 tried to 

show. we understood each premise in the sense in which it is triviaily true; and these 

senses are not the same. The error was that we understood Mc 1 in the sense of 't' and 

..- 
~il-. and Mc2 in the sense of 'v' and iiiv. 

Relation between intensional disjunction and counterfactuals 

The question might arise whether the soiution presented above may be applied to 

both indicative and counterfactud conditionals. This is important because McGee's 

example can be applied to both. McGee never mentioned this. but I think that it was 



implicitly present in his paper. Stalnaker's semantics makes no formal difference between 

the two kuids of conditionals, and McGee's semantics inhented this feature fiom 

Stalnaker's. For those who do make the difference, the following question may mise 

concerning my solution, 

One might agree with me that intensional disjunction supports indicative 

conditionais. in the sense that an indicative A 4 3  can be inferred fiom -AiB. But, as 

professor Warmbrod pointed out to me, one might reject a counterfacnial A+B even if he 

accepts 7A-+B. in the citation on page 43 Anderson and Belnap argued that intensional 

disjunction supports ('possibly counterfactuai') subjunctive conditionals. From: 

It is either Drosophia melanogaster or D. virilis 

the y inferred 

60 1 If it hadn 'i been D. virilis. it wodd  have been Drosophia melanogaîler 

and this inference looks good. At least it is not as problematic as the following onejg. The 

intensional disj unction: 

Either Oswald shot Kennedy, or someone else did 

seems to be equivalent to the indicative 

If Oswald didn't shoot Kennedy. then someone else did 

but not to the counterfactual 

602 If Oswald hadn't shot Kennedy. then someone else would have. 

39 This argument was pointed out to me by Professor Warmbrod, as a modification of a 
similar argument proposed by Emest Adams in "Subjunctive and indicative 
Conditionals," Foun&tions of Language 6 (1970), pp. 89 - 94. 



The point of the argument is that intensional disjunction does not support counterfactuals. 

The question then arises why would Mc 1 in its counterfactuai form be m e ?  If the 

antecedent of Mc1 is Wr + Wa why would it (counterfactually) irnply 

603 if Reagan hsdn't been the winner, it would have been Anderson. 

Now the puzzle is this. 601 and 603 seem to be supported by corresponding 

disjunctions. 602 obviously is not. What can be said about this? 

First. it might be said that there are two kinds of intensional disj unctioa one that 

can be defined in terms of indicative, the other in tenns of counterfaçtual conditionals as 

.4+B TA+B. But this not plausible. It is hard to see what it is in naturai language 

that corresponds to that distinction. 

Second, what 1 also do not find interesting, is to negate the difference between 

indicatives and cciunterfactuals. Adams's argument that 602 is likely to be false while the 

conesponding indicative conditional 'If Oswald didn't shoot Kennedy, then someone else 

did' is me, suggests that we should make the difference. 

Third. it mi& be that intensional disjunction does sometimes support 

counterfactuals (and sometimes not). Without much elaboration this sounds ad hoc and 

not usefùl. And 1 will argue that it is wrong. 

What 1 betieve is thac as professor Wannbrod said .+' does not support 

counterfactuals. And it makes no sense to define a disjunction in terms of counterfactuals 

as A+B =*"-A+B. Nevertheless, I believe that 601 and 603 do follow Fom the 

corresponding disjunctions, Le., that 60 1 and 603 would be true, ifthe corresponding 

disjunctions were tme. Let us find the relevant difference between 602 on the one side 

and 601 and 603 on the other. 602 is not true because it is not the case that someone must 



have killed Kennedy. If 601 is tme, it is because it mmt have been either Drosophia 

melanoguster or D. virilis. 603 would be true if Wr + Wa were mie, because there must 

have been a winner. 

What is going on is, 1 think, this. Ifa disjunction supports a counterfactual. it is 

never because of the reiation of identity between the disjunction and the counterfacnial 

(as it is the case where the conditional is indicative). A disjunction cannot suppon a 

counterfactuaî alone, but in conjunction with sorne other proposition that is true in a 

given situation. For example. 603 (-Wr +Wa) does not follow solely fiom Wr + Wa but - 
from the fact that there m u t  have been a winner and the disjunction together. in the case 

of indicative conditionais. Mc 1 was true because it could be reduced to a simple 

instantiation of the law of identity: Wr + Wa is equivalent to (indicative) Wr +Wa In 

its counterfactuai form Mc 1 is not tme because of the relation of identity between Wr - 

Wa and Wr + W a  but because in the given siruarion there is a relation between Wr 

Wa and Wr + Wa which makes the counterfactual Wr - Wa + .- Wr +Wa tnis. But. 

in the same context, this relation does not e.uist beween Wr + Wa and the truth- 

functional Wr v Wa (and the counterfactuai Wr v Wa + .7 Wr +Wa is false). So 1 

conclude that. although '+' cannot be defined in terms of counterfactuals and does not 

support them. the distinction between '+' and -v' still helps us to solve McGee's puzzle. 

both for indicative and counterfactual conditionais. 

Conclusion 

In the conclusion I'd like to make clear what is done and what is left to be done. 



McGee wanted to point to the problem of the meaning and tmth of conditionals 

that have embedded conditionals as consequents. and to the problem of exportation. 

Nothing above has k e n  said about these problems. And nothing will be. since 1 am now 

unable to say anythmg useful about them. 1 don3 say that these problems do not exist. On 

the con-, they are maybe the most interesthg issue that cm  be raised fiom McGee's 

story. But we do not have to deai with them in order to solve the election example. 

In the case of indicative conditionals. the problem of embedding was avoided 

because Mc 1, which bas an embedded conditional as a consequent. was reduced to a 

simple instantiation of the law of identity. in the case of counterfacnials it was slightly 

different. We had an intensional disjunction (that is an indicative conditional) as the 

antecedent of Mc 1. and a counterfactual as a consequent, An indicative conditional 

asserts that there is a comection of a certain kind between its antecedent and its 

consequent. A counterfactual asserts a comection of a different kind. But, in the given 

situation of the election case, ifthe 'indicative connection' between and Wâ existed. 

the 'counterfactual comection' would also hoid. And that is alI we needed to establish the 

tnith of M c  1. without solving the general problem of embedded conditionals. 

The problem of exportation is avoided. as 1 believe. because we never use that 

mle when we think about McGee's exarnple. As a claim about a psychological process, 

based on introspection and intuition, it is not conclusive. McGee could cornplain that he 

does use exportation in denving Mc1 (which, by the way, he never said sxplicitly, as Katz 

did). But he could not give a conclusive argument either. 

Although our arguments of this kind cannot be conclusive, they may be more or 

less convincing. Both Katz's claïm that we do use exportation and Lowe's and mine that 



we do not are much more conWlcing than the daim that we use ten more d e s  that were 

not mentioned in this paper. If an argument asserts that we use some steps which are 

redundant according to another argument. the &t is usually less convincing. 

To establish the truth of Mc 1 we need first to establish that the antecedent of Mc 1, 

3x(RuWx), is equivalent to Wr + W a  Then the consequent of Mc1 ( T W r j W a )  follows 

directiy from the antecedent because the relation between Wr + Wa and TWr+Wa is a 

trivial relation of identity. We do not need an additionai step (or steps) to establish first 

the mith of 3x(FbmWx) AIW~ + Wa and after that to conclude Mc1 by exportation. 

Thus 1 think the exportation is redundant here. We need it only if we fail to see that there 

are two kinds of disjunction in natural language. and use only the tmth-functional one. 

To conchde. I tried to show that the 'counterexample' to modus ponens discussed 

above points mainiy to the need of distinguishing the tmth-bctional and intensional 

disjunctions. It has nothing to do with the notion of rational belief. probability or any 

other problern reiated to the use of modal operators. And. finally. the example fails to 

point to the problem of exportation and general validity of mp. 




